[Matrix activity of mRNP of different cell localization from plants infected by minus-genome curly potato dwarfness virus in protein-synthesizing system in vitro].
Using structures of mRNP of different cell localization isolated from plants infected by minus-genomecurly potato dwarfness virus (CPDV), it was established that synthesis of virus proteins in vitro is mainly realized on membrane-related and free polysomal mRNP capable to direct synthesis of proteins programmed in RNA in cell-free protein-synthesizing systems. The obtained results prove that synthesis of virus proteins is actively realized on membrane-related nonpolysomal mRNP - 23520 imp/min. An analogous distribution of matrix activity is observed also in the case when mRNA isolated from mRNP of different cell localization was introduced in protein-synthesizing system. The least matrix activity was observed in cytoplasmic nonpolysomal mRNPs which are low-active in the translation system in vitro - only 1890 imp/min. The function of free cytoplasmic nonpolysomal mRNP is apparently mainly reduced to the transport and reserve of genetic information in a cell.